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Abstract:

Compared to traditional geophone arrays, DAS measurements enjoy
much larger aperture, broader frequency response, and denser spatial
sampling. DAS can make measurements in harsh environments that
are  not  feasible  by  other  means.  The  technology  provides
opportunities to discover values of signals that could not be observed
or have been ignored previously  in  traditional  geophone data.  This
presentation showcases three types of new signals recorded on DAS
in unconventional wells during stimulation. The first signal is the near-
field term of microseismic events. The near-field term manifests as the
low-frequency signal between P and S arrivals. It is highly sensitive to
moment tensor orientation and source time function. The second one
is the guided wave trapped in low-velocity reservoir layers, which can
be  generated  by  microseismic  events  and  perforation  shots.  The
guided-wave signal can be used to invert for reservoir properties and
constrain microseismic event depth. The third type of signal is the tube
wave  generated  by  in-well  perforation  shots.  We  find  tube  waves



decay rapidly in the stimulated borehole sections, with the decay rate
closely related to near-wellbore conductivity  and connectivity.  All  of
these  signals  demonstrate  significant  potential  to  characterize
unconventional  reservoirs  and  add  extra  value  to  existing  DAS
acquisition projects. 
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